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EHS State & Federal Regulatory Alerts
Every business day, Bloomberg Environment’s state
and federal alerts provide a complete, up-to-date
summary and overview of environment, health
and safety rulemakings issued by all 50 states,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico in
an easy-to-read format.
This timely notification service will ensure
you are aware of proposed, interim, and final
regulations, notices, and hearings as soon
as they are announced. Alerts are published
every business day on the web and include
a customizable email update, providing you
business-English, single-paragraph summaries of
state and federal register documents.
Get notifications of critical EHS regulatory
changes to oversee operations nationwide —
every business day. Each concise summary in the
Alerts can be viewed by topic, state, and date. Also
included are citations to the administrative code,
date of register publication, hearing schedules,
effective dates, comment deadlines, names and
telephone numbers of government contacts,
and links to full text from registers.
Specialized Updates, Delivered to Your Inbox
Your subscription to EHS State Regulatory Alert™
and EHS Federal Regulatory Alert™ includes a
convenient daily email with a link to the full text
of the regulatory document mentioned.

Target Specific States and Topics
You can customize your email to receive updates
on as many different state environment, health and
safety regulation topics as you like. You have the
option to:
• Choose the number of states you want —
any combination or all of the 50 states,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico
• Choose from among 18 topics
• Choose daily or weekly email
Stay Up-to-Date
With Bloomberg Environment’s EHS State
Regulatory Alert and EHS Federal Regulatory Alert,
you can trust that you know the latest regulatory
developments. Whenever there is activity for a
topic and state you are monitoring, you will receive
an email with details from that rulemaking.
Major Topics Covered:
• Air
• Biotechnology
• Coastal zone
• Community right-to-know
• Endangered species
• General environment and safety
• Hazardous materials transportation
• Hazardous waste cleanup
• Hazardous waste management

• Reference the effective date or check when
comments are due

• Mining

• Find the citation to the state administrative code

• Occupational safety and health

• Get succinct, business-English summaries of
complex, lengthy rulemakings

• Oil and gas industry

• Link instantly to the document from the official
agency in full text

• Radiation

• Find agency contact information quickly and
effortlessly

• Noise

• Pesticides
• Solid waste
• Toxic substances
• Water

The EHS information you need, when you need it.
Customizable email
A convenient email featuring
the latest regulatory updates
with a link to the full text of the
regulatory document mentioned.
Emails can be customized
by selecting topic, state, and
frequency.

Intuitive searching
Use simple and advanced search
options to perform word, phrase,
and complex Boolean searches.

Register documents
Quickly view state summaries
of register documents by state
or topic.

Regulatory archive
Browse Bloomberg Environment’s
extensive collection of past
regulatory activity to locate the
information you need.

Start your free trial today.
Easily track state
and federal
regulatory actions
at every stage in the
rulemaking process, from
proposal to enactment.

Understand complex,
lengthy rulemakings

Stay alert to the
regulatory activity

translated for you by
Bloomberg Environment’s
editors into clear, succinct,
plain English.

you most need to target with
emails customizable by state,
topic, frequency, and format.

To learn more, contact your
Bloomberg Environment representative,
call 800.372.1033, or visit bna.com
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